
When looking at the trade lengths

throughout the day, we found that on

average, men spent an additional 53additional 53

minutesminutes in trade. 

This may be due to traders

running away with theirrunning away with their

losselossess or forgetting aboutforgetting about

trades placedtrades placed. 

how far is too far?
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Who Takes The Greater Financial Risk?

a game of patience...
In this project a relative

risk index (RRI) was

calculated for a large

number of clients. We rated

our client behaviour based

on how much risk they were

willing to undergo when

trading. The RRI was

generated by giving each

measure contributing to

risk a weighting, ranking

clients based on this

weighting and finally

totalling up the score to

produce an RRI out of 100.

The measures and their

respective weightings are

given in Figure 1. 

By Ben Shellswell and Ria Pandit
SCIENCE OF TRADING

Our initial goal was to try and find a

correlation between the RRI and the

total profit made by each client. As

mentioned in both posters, the RRI would

be calculated using a combination of

factors. Unfortunately, no trend wasno trend was

found linking the amount of risk takenfound linking the amount of risk taken

and the net profitand the net profit using our calculation

of the rri, however, when delving into the

data, we found there to be an upward upward

trend between the risk and the standardtrend between the risk and the standard

deviation of the bpsdeviation of the bps, after some light

filtering..

x axis - rri 

y axis - std dev of bps 

STANDARD DEVIATION AND RISK

are trading in. Each country had an assigned currency, i..e the United Kingdom

and GBP. The distance from the client to the currencies in the FX pair (both

open and contra) were taken and averaged. It was said the closer the clientcloser the client

was to the pair THEY WERE TRADING, the less of a risk they were takingwas to the pair THEY WERE TRADING, the less of a risk they were taking. this

was due to any potential local knowledge which the client may have. 

One of the components we chose

to investigate was the physical distance

from the client to the currency they

Relative Risk INDEX

MEASURE WEIGHTING

AVG DIST FROM

CONTRA AND OPEN

POSITION 
7

no of symbols

traded 15

SIZE  OF LIMITS

RATIO 15

position of

limits spread 15

LENGTH OF TRADE

(MINUTES) 20

VOLATILITY AT

TIME OF TRADE 28

Although the client base

consisted of people from allpeople from all

over the worldover the world, the majority

of the wealth and large

volumes of trades were

aggregated around SaudiSaudi

Arabia, Jordan and the UAE. Arabia, Jordan and the UAE. 

LOCATIONS OF

TRADERS

If the traders don't spend a lotdon't spend a lot

of time in tradeof time in trade, they are

considered less risky less risky. Their

trades are not exposed to the

volatility of the market.

If the traders spend a lot of time inspend a lot of time in

tradetrade, their trades are more likely

to suffer significant losses due to

the volatility of the market hence

making the traders more risky more risky.  

SPREAD OF TP AND SL LIMITS

From THIS, it is observed that regardless of the currency, it is seen that on average across the year menmen

had a larger spreadlarger spread of take-profit and stop-loss limitstake-profit and stop-loss limits. On the other hand, although womenwomen had a

smaller total spread of limits, they had a higher rangehigher range, i.e. their limits varied more throughout time.

with the women there are many sporadic peaks and troughs, which, contribute to a larger average

range. This points to men taking larger risks whilst tradingmen taking larger risks whilst trading, as they have a larger spread of limitslarger spread of limits,

therefore making themselves more susceptible to losing moneymore susceptible to losing money. WomenWomen on the other hand look to be

more indecisivemore indecisive, as they have a higher degree of variabilityhigher degree of variability, which could point towards them being warierwarier

of taking large risksof taking large risks.

do traders just like the uae weather ?

FINALLY...

53.33 53.04

Looking at the final results of the RRI, it can be see that men and womenmen and women

have relatively similar score spreadhave relatively similar score spread, with menmen only being marginally moremarginally more

riskyrisky. The RRI was distributed in a Gaussian pattern as expected, with most

people having a riskiness score between 35 and 60. 
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one of the

things we

really

struggled with

was making

our data as

fair as

possible,

between the

two genders.

this was found

to be more

difficult than

expected due

to men

dominating our

data by 91.71%

to 8.27%. we

combatted this

by various

forms of

normalization.
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Throughout the duration of the

project, it slowly became an

investigation into the impact and

differences in genderdifferences in gender within the

clients who were trading.  We

initially saw some very clear

inconsistencies, particularly in

the spread of limitsspread of limits which the

clients were setting, hence

continued to explore this avenue

further...

PROJECT EVOLUTION

Our project focused on creating the foundations of a

machine learningmachine learning program which can predict the future

trading behaviour of a client, based upon all their

previous trading data. This project will primarily put

emphasis on the level of risk risk the clients take.

project brief & introduction

The most frequently traded Forex Pairs are EUR/USDEUR/USD,

GBP/JPYGBP/JPY and XAU/USDXAU/USD. We used these for our research.

After having narrowed down the number of symbols to

investigate, we decided a good route to assess the

riskiness of a client was to create an automated rankingautomated ranking

systemsystem based on their previous behaviour. We chose some

key factors which we believed would be the most

significant in analysing risk. We used Python to create a

Relative Risk Index (RRIRRI). 

RESEARCH method

RRIRRI

The main features of risk we chose were:

-Average distancedistance of client from FX pair they are

trading. 

-Number of symbolsNumber of symbols traded by client.

-ratio of the limits and spreadspread of Take-Profit and

Stop-Loss. 

-TimeTime spent in trade (minutes).

-VolatilityVolatility of the market at time of trade.

0UR DATA 

Our data has been

sorted and ordered using

a variety of software

tools, such as MySQL, C#, Python and Excel MySQL, C#, Python and Excel. The data

is gathered at the end of trade at 00:0000:00 and all the information from a

client’s trade is logged, such as number of trades, symbols tradednumber of trades, symbols traded and TP and SL limits.TP and SL limits.

A large number of trades occur each day and the data-set becomes increasingly larger, thus

the need for the database and SQL languages. A lot of data cleansingdata cleansing took place before we

passed the data through Python, removing null values and any abnormalities such as

duplicates and data which isn’t feasible. Having done that, we could begin passing it into

programs such as Tableau and Python to visualise and manipulate the data further.

SCIENCE OF TRADING

mt4mt4 is a platform which can be used to place trades on

the forexforex market. we used this initially to get a

feel for how foreign exchange and

trading actually works.

final outcome

To conclude, using the RRI that this

study calculates, we observed no

correlation between the amount of

risk a person takes and the amount

of profit they make. The profit and loss might be more greatly affected by each individual

component as opposed to an aggregated scoring system like the rRI. Moreover, throughout

time, each factor may also have a different effect on the profit and loss, or there might

be factors which this study has not considered. Although the male clients took more of a

risk than the female clients, it wasn’t by a large or significant margin, hence it is also

impossible to predict which gender will take more of a risk or make better traders. This is

surprising since we were expecting the female clients to be considerably less risky than

the male clients.

"...we observed NO CORRELATION

BETWEEN THE AMOUNT OF RISK A PERSON

TAKES AND THE AMOUNT OF PROFIT THEY

MAKE."
 

order limits

"a trade will end once its stock pricestock price

matches a limit pricelimit price"
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Know your limits ...

do you realise?

one interesting feature of our data was

due to the nightly time-stamping. which

caused us to have multiple types of pnl, i.e

realised or unrealised. an unrealisedunrealised

trade is one where the client has not

closed his position yet and hasn't

officially 'cashed out' and vice versa with

realisedrealised pnl. this is shown in the graphs

to the left, where a green marker is

indicating the openingopening of a trade and a red

marker indicates the closingclosing of a trade

the  data-sets we mostly used was

`AllMinsInTrade', which is calculated by

summing all the 'open', 'closed', 'floating

and 'locked in' minnutes and averaging it

per day.

All of the data for this study is given in the accompanying poster.     Although our study aimed to be as

accurate and unbiased as possible whilst analysing the data, there are still improvements which could be

made. There were considerably more male clients in the given database than female clients, which may mean

that in general, the behaviour of female clients was not studied to the fullest extent possible. To try and

improve this, larger amounts of data would need to be collected, perhaps from a variety of companies and

over a greater period of time, in order to achieve more of an even split between genders. 

risk

"the possibility of losing valuelosing value, and in

the case of our study it is the chancechance

of lossof loss on a foreign trade"
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